The original concept of a “university” was a place established to create a community of teachers and scholars. Twenty-first century interactive tools and services such as blogging, podcasting, wikis, and Twitter breathe new life into this original meaning. This presentation addresses the use of these tools in helping educators create personal learning networks (PLNs), extending their intellectual communities beyond the walls of the university, and sharing the techniques and wisdom of like-minded professionals.

Meet the presenter:
Hugh McNally started at the University of Bridgeport in August 2012 as the CELT Instructional Designer. He received his M.A. in Educational Technology from Fairfield University in 2011 and, as a professional website developer, comes to the University with a strong background in online media. He has a special interest in the applications of online tools in education and has been an adjunct in Quinnipiac’s Interactive Media Department since 2002. To learn more about him, visit http://www.linkedin.com/in/hmcnally.

RSVP by September 24th to celt@bridgeport.edu. A light lunch will be served.